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ABSTRACT

Keywords

A snapshot is an important object in distributed computing whose
implementation in asynchronous systems has been studied exten
sively. It consists of a collection of m 1 components, each storing
a value, and supports two atomic operations: an UPDATE of a specified component’s value and a SCAN of all components to determine
their values at some point in time.
In this paper, we investigate implementations of a multiwriter
snapshot object in a synchronous shared memory model. In this setting, we show that a snapshot object can be efficiently implemented
and prove a tight tradeoff between the complexity of the SCAN and
the UPDATE operations. First, we describe a wait-free implementation that performs UPDATE in O  1  time and SCAN in O  m  time,
using only slightly more than twice the amount of space needed to
simply store the m values. We also describe a variant that performs
UPDATE in O  1  time and SCAN in O  n  time.
Second, we describe a wait-free implementation that performs
UPDATE in O  log m  time and SCAN in O  1  time, and a variant that
performs UPDATE in O  log n  time and SCAN in O  1  time.
Third, we show how to combine these implementations to realize two implementations that perform UPDATE in Θ  log  m  c 
time and SCAN in Θ  c  time, for 1  c  m, or perform UPDATE in
Θ  log  n  c  time and SCAN in Θ  c  time, for 1  c  n. This implies that Time 
   O  log  min  m  n  Time      . We
also prove that Time       Ω  log  min  m  n  Time     ,
which matches our upper bound.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A snapshot is an important and well-studied object in distributed

computing. The object stores a collection of m 1 components,
A  1 A  2 !!! A  m , each of which stores a value from some domain D. It supports two operations, an atomic UPDATE of the value
of a specified component and an atomic SCAN of all components to
determine their values at some point in time.
A snapshot object allows processes to obtain consistent backups
of the contents of a read-write shared memory. Similarly, it can be
used in a sensor network, to collect simultaneous readings from the
sensors whose values may change frequently. A snapshot object
can also be used to obtain checkpoints of the global state of a distributed computation, which can facilitate debugging of distributed
programs. Another application is a time-stamp system, where a
process that wants to obtain a time-stamp performs a SCAN to find
all time-stamps currently in use, and then UPDATES a component
with its new time-stamp, which has value one more than the maximum value it saw.
There are wait-free, and hence, fault tolerant implementations of
atomic snapshot objects from registers in asynchronous systems [1,
2, 4, 6, 13, 14]. These have enabled the development of wait-free
algorithms for many important tasks using only read-write shared
memory [3, 5, 12]. Unfortunately, these implementations are expensive, using time that depends on the number of processes, n, that
can access the snapshot object and using registers that are substantially larger than the size of the components, or even unbounded. In
some cases, this expense is known to be inherent. For example, any
wait-free m-component snapshot object implemented from m registers, for m " n, has worst case time complexity Ω  mn  for SCAN
[9] and any wait-free single-writer snapshot object implemented
from single-writer registers has worst case time complexity Ω  n 
for UPDATE [15].
In contrast, in synchronous systems, there are simple, efficient
implementations of wait-free snapshot objects. Neiger and Singh
[16] give a wait-free snapshot implementation using only m registers, each of which is the size of an individual component, so that
both UPDATE and SCAN take m # 1 steps. Their implementation divides the computation time into m read-slots and 1 write-slot. An
UPDATE operation waits until a write-slot occurs and then writes
the new value into the corresponding register. The SCAN reads the
i’th register during the i’th read-slot, pausing during the write-slot.
UPDATES occurring in the same time step are linearized in increasing order by component index. A SCAN is linearized in the writeslot that occurs during the SCAN, or if there is no such write-slot, in
the write-slot immediately preceding its first step. This write-slot

may also contain UPDATES to some components. These operations
are linearized so that UPDATES to components that the SCAN has not
yet read occur before the linearization point of the SCAN, which, in
turn occurs before UPDATES to components that the SCAN has already read. Neiger and Singh [16] also present a variant of this implementation in which SCAN takes 3m
2 # 1 steps and UPDATE takes
m
2 # 1 steps. In these implementations, the shared registers store
no information except the value of the most recent update. Under
this assumption, Neiger and Singh [16] proved that the cost of an
UPDATE operation plus a SCAN operation is bounded from below by
3m , matching their upper bound to within a small constant factor.
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They also mention a simple implementation of a single-writer
snapshot object (where only the i’th process can update component
A  i ) in which UPDATE takes constant time, SCAN takes Θ  n  time,
and only n single-writer registers are used, but each register has
unbounded size. The idea is that whenever a process UPDATES its
component, it writes the value and time of its most recent UPDATE
and the values and times of all UPDATES it performed during the last
n steps.
We show that the time complexity of this simple algorithm can
still be achieved, to within a small constant factor, using only a
small constant factor more space than that required to store the result of a single SCAN. Thus, the assumption made by Neiger and
Singh is too restrictive, unnecessarily limiting what an implementation can do. Specifically, we give a wait-free implementation that
uses 3m registers (2m of which are the size of individual components and m of which have only 2 bits), performs UPDATE in O  1 
time, and performs SCAN in O  m  time. A small variant uses only
m registers, but the same total number of bits and runs slightly
faster. As well, we present a third variant that performs UPDATE
in O  1  time, and performs SCAN in O  n  time. In the first two
implementations (and in Neiger and Singh’s bounded space implementations), a process does not write when performing a SCAN and
a process only writes to register(s) associated with the component
it is UPDATING. Thus, they can also be used for implementing a
single-writer snapshot object from single-writer registers.
We also present a different wait-free implementation in which
SCAN takes 1 step and UPDATE takes O  log m  steps, although larger
registers are required. (A register must be large enough to hold m
component values.) We also describe a straightforward variant in
which SCAN takes 1 step and UPDATE takes O  log n  steps.
Finally, we show how to combine our implementations to obtain a tradeoff: Time      O  log  min  m  n   Time       ,
and prove that Time      Ω  log  min  m  n  Time       ,
which matches the upper bound.





 

2.

THE MODEL

We consider a synchronous distributed system in which a set of
n deterministic processes, p1  p2 !!! pn , communicate by reading
and writing shared multiwriter registers. The operation l
r
reads the shared register r and stores the result in the local variable
l. Similarly, the operation
l r writes the value of the local
variable l into the shared register r. A process step consists of a
single read or write operation and a bounded number of local operations that do not access any shared registers. At each time step,
each process can perform at most one step. The processes share
a global clock, which is incremented modulo k at the end of each
step. We assume that k can be fixed at run-time.
We assume linearizability, so all shared memory operations appear to take place atomically in some order between the time they
actually begin and end. For synchronous computation, this means
that reads and writes by processes that occur during the same time
step give results that are consistent with these operations being per-

 



formed sequentially in some order chosen by a scheduler. If all
writes are scheduled before all reads at each time step, the semantics are the same as the ARBITRARY PRAM [10, 11]. In the ARBITRARY PRAM model, an adversary chooses an arbitrary process to successfully perform its write from among all processes attempting to simultaneously write to the same shared register. More
generally, in our model, two different reads that occur during the
same time step can return different values if a write is linearized
between them.
The values stored in the snapshot object are from a domain D,
each of which can be stored in one register. The complexity of
a snapshot implementation is measured by the worst case number
of steps a process takes to perform an UPDATE and the worst case
number of steps a process takes to perform a SCAN.

3. A SNAPSHOT IMPLEMENTATION WITH
CONSTANT UPDATE TIME
Here, we present an implementation of a snapshot object that
performs UPDATES in at most 5 steps and performs SCANS using at
most 6m 1 steps. We begin by giving an overview of the ideas
behind the implementation. Then we give the complete implementation and prove its correctness. In Section 3.5, we describe a similar implementation that performs UPDATES in a constant number
of steps and performs SCANS in O  n  steps. It uses bounded timestamps, which we define more formally and explain how to implement in Section 3.4.



3.1 Overview
The collection of components is represented by three arrays of
m multiwriter registers, A0 , A1 , and T . Each register in A0 and A1
stores a value from the domain D. Each register in T stores only 2
bits and is used like a modulo 4 counter. Only UPDATE operations
modify these shared registers.
The implementation divides the computation into two alternating phases, 0-write phases and 1-write phases, each consisting of
2m consecutive steps. In a 0-write phase, array A0 may be modified, but array A1 cannot be modified, while in a 1-write phase, the
reverse is true. (See Figures 1a and b.) To ensure a consistent snapshot, arrays A0 and A1 will only be read during phases in which
they will not be modified. The implementation uses Φ   0  1  to
denote the parity of the current write-phase, which is 0 for a 0-write
phase and 1 for a 1-write phase.
The SCAN operation takes two complete consecutive phases to be
performed and will be linearized between these two phases. For
convenience, we call these two phases Phase I and Phase II. (See
Figure 1c.) Note that Phase I can be either a 0-write phase or a
1-write phase. Phase II will have the opposite parity. During each
of Phase I and Phase II, the process performing the SCAN collects
the values in one of A0 or A1 . It collects the values in T during both
phases. Then, for each component, it must determine whether the
corresponding location of A0 or A1 contains the value of the most
recent UPDATE to that component occurring prior to the linearization point. To do this, the tag stored in the corresponding location
of T is used.
An UPDATE operation writes the updated value to the location
corresponding to the updated component in one of A0 or A1 , depending on the parity of the current phase. In addition, it may modify the corresponding tag.
Rule 3.1. UPDATE increments the corresponding tag if and only
if its parity does not match the parity of the current phase.
For example, in Figure 1d, the UPDATE operations in the third
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Figure 1: Implementation overview.

phase, which is a 0-write phase, do not increment register T  i because the parity matches. However, the first UPDATE in the forth
phase increments T  i because the previous UPDATE occurred in a
phase with the opposite parity.
Rule 3.1 ensures that the parity of a component’s tag indicates
whether its most recent UPDATE occurred in a 0-write phase or a
1-write phase, and hence, whether A0 or A1 stores the value of this
most recent UPDATE.
A change in the value of a tag between Phase I and Phase II of a
SCAN indicates that an UPDATE to the corresponding component has
occurred since the last time the tag was read (i.e., in Phase I). If the
parity of the new tag (the one read in Phase II) is the same as the
parity of Phase I, then UPDATES of that component occurred during
Phase I and the value read during Phase II should be returned. The
other case is when the parity of the new tag is the same as the parity
of Phase II. Then one or more UPDATES occurred during Phase II
and the tag must have had the opposite parity at the linearization
point. Again the value read during Phase II should be returned.
For example, consider the situation depicted in Figure 1e. There
are UPDATE operations to component i occurring in three consecutive phases. A SCAN operation starts at the beginning of the second
of these phases. Because its linearization point occurs between the
second and third of these phases, it should return the value of the
second UPDATE. In Phase I of this SCAN, the value and tag corresponding to component i are collected before the second UPDATE
occurs, but, in Phase II, they are collected after the third UPDATE
occurs. Note that these two tags will have the same parity. This
would also happen if only the first of these three UPDATES occurred,
in which case, the value of this first UPDATE should be returned.
Thus, knowing the parity of the phase in which an UPDATE occurs
does not suffice to determine whether its value should be returned.
However, the fact that the tags read in Phase I and Phase II differ
by 2 reveals that an UPDATE occurred during Phase I, and hence, its
value should be returned.
In summary, Phase II of a SCAN determines, for each component
i, whether register A0  i or A1  i holds the value of the most recent
UPDATE that occurred prior to Phase II, and returns the value stored
therein. During the collect in Phase II, the implementation first
checks whether the parity of a tag matches the parity of the preceding phase, and then whether the tag differs from the corresponding

tag collected in Phase I. If either of these two conditions are met,
the register collected in Phase II contains the value of the most recent UPDATE. Otherwise, the value of the most recent UPDATE is in
the corresponding register collected in Phase I.

3.2 The Implementation and Its Complexity
Detailed implementations of SCAN and UPDATE are given in Figures 2 and 3. Here, we discuss the worst case number of time steps
used by a process to perform each of these two operations.
For correctness, the actions of an UPDATE operation must not
span multiple phases. Thus, if an UPDATE begins at the last or second last step of a phase, it waits until the start of the next phase
before proceeding. The first write modifies either array A0 or array A1 , depending on the current write-phase. The write is followed
proc

  

   i 

v
Φ  h;




if  time mod 2m 
 2m 3  then
// wait until next phase begins

time  0 mod 2m;

end if

 


// Write new value
  v  A i ;
// Check and increment tag
h   T i ;
if h  Φ mod 2 then
h  h 1 mod 4;
  h  T i ;
end if

// determine the parity of the phase
Φ if  time mod 4m  " 2m then 0 else 1;
Φ 

 

#

 

end proc
Figure 2: Constant-time UPDATE implementation.

   Result
1 m;
Φ h g1 m;
// wait until next phase begins
     time  0 mod 2m;
// determine the parity of the phase
Φ  if time mod 4m
2m then 0 else 1;

proc 
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!!!
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// Phase I: Φ-write phase
// collect arrays AΦ and T
for i 1 !!! m do
Result  i
AΦ  i  ;
T  i ;
g  i
end for

  



// Phase II: Φ-write phase
for i 1 !!! m do
h
T  i ;
h
if  h  Φ mod 2 
g  i then
Result  i
AΦ  i  ;
end if
end for

 


   



  




Result  ;

end proc
Figure 3: Linear-time SCAN implementation.

by a read of register T  i . The second write only occurs when the
value of register T  i must be incremented. The increment occurs if
and only if the parity of the current phase does not match the parity
of register T  i . Thus, in the worst case, an UPDATE takes five steps.
The SCAN operation first waits until a new phase begins. This
takes at most 2m 1 steps. At the start of the phase, the SCAN
collects array A1 or array A0 , depending on whether the current
phase is a 0-write phase or a 1-write phase, and the tags in T . Thus,
Phase I consists of exactly 2m read operations. Since the values in
AΦ do not change during a phase of parity Φ, it does not actually
matter in what order they are read.
In Phase II, array T is collected again. As each tag is read, the
implementation checks the tag’s parity and whether the tag differs
from the previously collected one. It uses this information to decide
whether to replace the corresponding value read from AΦ in Phase
I with the corresponding value in AΦ . In Phase II, at most 2m read
operations are performed, and so, the total number of steps required
for a SCAN is at most 6m 1.
The time complexity of the operations can be reduced by almost
a factor of 2 by using larger registers. Specifically, A0  A1 , and T
can be combined into a single array consisting of m registers, each
of which has 3 fields, a0  a1  D and t   0  1  2  3  . Each phase
now consists of m steps instead of 2m. Thus, a SCAN operation
would take at most 3m 1 steps, of which 2m steps would be reads.
An UPDATE operation would perform one read step and one write
step. It might also have to wait for one step, so that its actions do
not span two different phases. Thus, it would take at most 3 steps.
Note that during a 0-write phase, field a1 of a register would not
be changed and during a 1-write phase, field a0 of a register would
not be changed. In other words, these fields would be written back
unmodified.







3.3 Proof of Correctness
The proof of correctness of the implementation given in Figures 2 and 3 depends on the following simple observation.
Observation 3.2. If an UPDATE to component i occurs during
a Φ-write phase, for Φ   0  1  , then the value of the UPDATE is
written to AΦ  i and the parity of T  i is or becomes Φ.
Another observation is that the only writes to AΦ are by UPDATES
that occur during Φ-write phases and the only reads from AΦ are by
SCANS that occur during Φ-write phases. Thus, no register in AΦ is
both read and written in the same phase. In particular, this means
that details of how reads and writes to AΦ (or AΦ ) are linearized at
each time step are not important.
In contrast, the tags in T can be read and written in the same
phase. However, in each phase, each tag can be changed at most
once.
Lemma 3.3. The register T  i is incremented at most once per
phase.
P ROOF. Note that every write to T  i is preceded by a read from
T  i by the same process in the previous step of the phase.
Let t denote the tag in register T  i at the beginning of the phase.
If the parity of t matches the parity of the phase, then every process that performs an UPDATE of component i during this phase will
read t from T  i , and hence, decide not to write to T  i . Therefore,
suppose that the parity of t does not match the parity of the phase.
Consider the first time step in the phase during which a new value
is written to T  i . Then all processes writing to T  i during this step
will have read the value t in the preceding step, and hence, will
write the same value, t # 1 mod 4. Thus, processes reading from
T  i during this step will read either t or t # 1 mod 4. At the next
step, some processes may also write t # 1 mod 4 to T  i . However,
no process reading t # 1 mod 4 from T  i will write to T  i during
this phase, since the parity of t # 1 mod 4 matches the parity of the
phase. Thus, no additional writes to T  i occur at any later steps in
the phase.
The next lemma is key to the correctness of the implementation.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that Phase I of a SCAN occurs in a Φwrite phase, for Φ   0  1  . Then, register AΦ  i contains the value
of the most recent UPDATE prior to the start of Phase II of the SCAN
if and only if h  Φ mod 2 or h g  i .


P ROOF. We consider four cases. First suppose that h  Φ mod
2. At the point during Phase II of the SCAN at which T  i is read,
it has value h. (See Figure 4a.) Then, prior to this point, the most
recent UPDATE must have occurred during a Φ-write phase and register AΦ  i must contain the value of this UPDATE. This follows from
Observation 3.2. Since Phase II is a Φ-write phase, this UPDATE
must have occurred prior to the start of Phase II. Hence register
AΦ  i contains the value of the most recent UPDATE prior to the start
of Phase II.
Now suppose that h  Φ mod 2 and h g  i . At the point during
Phase I of the SCAN at which T  i is read, it has value g  i . Then,
prior to this point, the most recent UPDATE must have occurred during a Φ-write phase and register AΦ  i must contain the value of this
UPDATE. Again, this follows from Observation 3.2. Since Phase I is
a Φ-write phase, this UPDATE must have occurred prior to the start
of Phase I. (See Figure 4b.) Furthermore, no UPDATE to component
i could have occurred during Phase I of the SCAN after the point at
which T  i is read. Otherwise, register T  i would be incremented
from g  i to g  i # 1 mod 4 in Phase I. By Lemma 3.3, T  i is incremented at most once in each of Phase I and Phase II. This implies


h
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Figure 4: Determining the value of the most recent UPDATE.

that when T  i is read by the SCAN during Phase II, it is not equal
to g  i . This contradicts the assumption that h g  i . Thus, in this
case, register AΦ  i contains the value of the most recent UPDATE
prior to the start of Phase II.
Now suppose that h  Φ mod 2 and g  i  Φ mod 2. At the point
during Phase I of the SCAN at which T  i is read, it has value g  i .
Then, after this point until Phase I ends, no UPDATE changes T  i ,
because its parity, Φ, matches the parity of the phase. This is illustrated in Figure 4c. Thus, T  i  Φ mod 2 immediately prior to
Phase II. By Observation 3.2, the most recent UPDATE prior to the
start of Phase II must have occurred during a Φ-write phase and its
value is contained in register AΦ  i .
Finally, suppose that h  Φ mod 2, g  i  Φ mod 2, and h g  i .
Then h g  i # 2 mod 4. By Lemma 3.3, T  i may only be incremented once per phase. Thus, the value of T  i must have been incremented twice between the first and second time that it was read
by the SCAN: once in Phase I (after the first read of register T  i )
and once in Phase II (before the second read of register T  i ). This
is illustrated in Figure 4d. Therefore, the most recent UPDATE prior
to Phase II occurred in Phase I. Since Phase I is a Φ-write phase
register AΦ  i contains its value.






Next, we explain where to linearize each UPDATE and SCAN operation. An UPDATE operation can be linearized at the point of its
first write (to either A0 or A1 , depending on the phase in which it
occurs). Note that the first if statement ensures that this write does
not occur at the end of a phase. A SCAN operation waits until the
beginning of a phase and performs reads during two consecutive
phases. It is linearized between these two phases. Since multiple
SCANS linearized at the same point should return the same result,
the order in which they are linearized does not matter.
Finally, we claim that the result returned by each SCAN operation is consistent with this linearization. To see this, consider
a SCAN and suppose its Phase I occurs during a Φ-write phase.
From the algorithm, Result  i
AΦ  i , if h  Φ mod 2 or h g  i ,
and Result  i
AΦ  i , otherwise. Then Lemma 3.4 implies that
Result  i contains the value of the most recent UPDATE to component i that occurred prior to the start of Phase II. Hence, the result
returned by the SCAN is consistent with what would be obtained by
performing this operation atomically between Phase I and Phase II.
One important feature of our implementation is that SCAN does
not perform any writes. Thus, if the multiwriter registers are re





placed by single-writer registers, we immediately get an implementation of a single-writer snapshot object.

3.4 A Bounded Time-Stamp Object
In this section, we give specifications for a bounded time-stamp
object and explain how to implement such an object shared by n
processes using only registers. In the next subsection, we describe
our snapshot implementation using this object.
An r-time-stamp object is used to atomically acquire, release,
and compare time-stamps. The object is parameterized by r, the
maximum number of stamps that can be in use at any time. The
*> , ?4@ 
 BAC , and
object’s three operations are: : <; <=
D  8=  1AC . A process uses ?4@ 
 1AC to acquire a stamp
D  8=  1AC to release a set of stamps. A stamp that has
and
been acquired by a process but has not subsequently been released
by that process is said to be in use by that process. Operation
?4@ 
 1AC returns a new stamp that was not in use by any
process at the previous step. If multiple ?4@ 
 1AC operations
return at the same step, they must all return the same stamp. A
: 2; *= *> operation returns a sequence of stamps, in the order
 1AC operations. This
that they were last returned by ?4@ 
sequence must include all stamps that are in use by any process.
It may also include stamps that have already been released by all
processes that had acquired them.
To implement a wait-free, linearizable r-time-stamp object, we
use n shared single-writer registers U1 !!! Un , and two shared multiwriter registers L and B. The set of stamps that are currently in use
by process j are recorded in U j . This set is also stored locally by
process j in a persistent variable inuse j . The multiwriter register L
has two fields: sequence, which is a sequence of at most r # 2n 1
distinct stamps, and counter, which is a value from  1 !!!  n  . The
stamps in L ! sequence are stored in the order they were last returned
by ?E@ 
 1AC . Initially L ! sequence is empty and L ! counter
1. Detailed implementations of : 2; *=
*> , D  8=  1AC , and
?4@ 
 1AC are given in Figures 5, 6, and 7.
When a process performs : 2; *=
*> , it Dreads
 L and returns
8=  1AC  T  ,
the contents of its sequence field. To perform
a process removes the stamps in T from its set of in use stamps
recorded in inuse j and its single-writer register U j . The set of
stamps currently in use is F jU j which, by definition, has size at
most r.
Acquiring stamps is slightly more complicated. A process se-

      
 
    


     

  



  

 



 
 

        
        






  <;  < =l; *>
l    L;
     l sequence ;
end proc
proc :

   BAC
    l u b inuse s seq;
// Synchronize and read registers
l     L; time  0 mod 6;
u   U
;

proc ?4@ 
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   1AC T
   inuse ;
// remove stamps in T from U
inuse  inuse T ;
  inuse  U ;

proc

D  8=
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lects a new stamp from among those not in L ! sequence, appends
it to L ! sequence and adds it to its set of in use stamps. Processes
all select a new stamp in the same way, by choosing the smallest
possible stamp that is not already in L ! sequence. This ensures that
 1AC at the same step will
all processes that return from ?4@ 
return the same stamp.
Before selecting a new stamp, a process participates in a background cleanup procedure to remove stamps from L ! sequence that
are no longer in use by any process. The idea is to cycle through
the single-writer registers U1 !!! Un , in order, and record which
stamps in L ! sequence are in use. At the end of the cycle, all the
stamps that were not in use during the entire cycle are removed
from L ! sequence. Stamps released during the cycle will also be removed from L ! sequence, provided they were not recorded before
they were released. Each time a process performs ?4@ 
 1AC ,
it records information from one single-writer register. The field
L ! counter specifies which single-writer register to examine.
The stamps in use during the cycle are recorded in the multiwriter register B. It contains a bit vector, with one bit corresponding
to each stamp in L ! sequence at the beginning of the cycle. Stamps
that are appended to L ! sequence during the cycle are not considered
for removal. The bit vector B is initialized with the in use information from U1 . Some of its bits are set to 1 as the in use information
from subsequent single-writer registers is recorded. At the end of
the cycle, L ! sequence is compressed by removing all stamps whose
corresponding bit in B is still 0.
Note that B never contains more than r bits with value 1. This
is because there are at most r stamps in use at the start of the cycle and any new stamps acquired during the cycle are not recorded
in B. Exactly n new stamps are acquired during the cycle, so,
at the end of the cycle after it has been compressed, L ! sequence
will contain at most r # n stamps. This implies that  B   r # n.
Since n 1 new stamps are appended to L ! sequence during the cycle before it is compressed,  L ! sequence   r # 2n 1. Thus at
most r # 2n 1 different stamps are ever used. This implies that
 r # 2n 1  log  r # 2n 1  bits suffice to store L ! sequence and
r log  r # 2n 1  bits suffice in each single-writer register. In total,
our implementation of an r-time-stamp uses O  rn log  r # n  bits
of shared space.
To ensure that processes at different places in the cleanup pro-





// flag all stamps that are in use
for i 1 !!! b 
if l ! sequencei  u then bi
1;

end proc

D  8=
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Figure 6: Implementation of
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// initialize or read bit vector
if l ! counter 1 then
b 0  l  sequence  ;
else
b
B;
end if

.

j

j

j 



l  counter

 <; *=  *>

Figure 5: Implementation of :





// save B or compress l ! sequence
if l ! counter n then
b B;
else
seq
  ;
for i 1 !!! b 
if bi 1 then seq
 seq; l ! sequencei  ;
 seq; l ! sequence b 1  l ! sequence l  sequence  ;
seq
 


l ! sequence seq;
end if

  













// select stamp, append to sequence, increment
// counter, and save sequence & counter
Select smallest s  seq;
;
l ! sequence
 seq; s  ;
 l ! counter mod n # 1;
l ! counter
l L;



   
// add stamp to U and return stamp
inuse  inuse F s ;
    inuse
 U;
s;
end proc
j

j

j

j





j

 

 1AC

Figure 7: Implementation of ?4@ 
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cedure do not interfere with one another, processes synchronize by
waiting for a most 5 steps so that they start at times that are multiples of 6. Thus the ?4@ 
 1AC takes at most 11 steps. Both
: 2; *= *> and D  8=  1AC take one step each.
Finally, note that the multiwriter registers L and B are only written to during ?4@ 
 1AC . Our algorithm ensures that processes
writing to the same register at the same step write the same information. Thus it does not matter in what order these writes are linearized.

    


      
  

3.5 An Implementation for n


m

Now we describe an implementation of an m-component snapshot object that performs UPDATE in a constant number of steps
and SCAN in O  n  steps. Like the implementation in Section 3.2,
this implementation uses a two-pass SCAN, but uses bounded timestamps, instead of tags, to order the UPDATES.

Our implementation uses two arrays, A0 and A1 . Each array consists of n single-writer registers, where registers A0  j  and A1  j 
can only be written by process j. Each register stores an m-element
array that contains the UPDATES performed by process j. Each element of these arrays holds a pair  v s  , consisting of a value v  D
and a time-stamp s whose size is logarithmic in m. Thus, the registers used are Θ  m log  m  D   bits in size and Θ  m2 log  m  D   bits
are used in total.
As in Section 3, time is divided into two phases, a 0-write phase
and a 1-write phase. An UPDATE of snapshot component i by process j during a Φ-write phase writes the new value and a new timestamp (it obtains by performing ?4@ 
 BAC ) into the i’th array
D  *=  BAC
element of register AΦ  j  . Then process j performs
to release the previous time-stamp it had written there (which it had
to remember). This takes at most 13 steps. As before, an UPDATE
must not span multiple phases. Thus, if the UPDATE begins less than
13 steps before the end of a phase, it waits until the beginning of
the next phase. Hence, an UPDATE takes at most 25 steps. If the
length of a write-phase is divisible by 6, then this can be reduced to
13 steps.
A SCAN consists of two phases. In each phase, the SCAN begins by
*> and then collects the contents of an array
performing : <; <=
of n registers. This takes n # 1 steps, since : <; *=
*> takes 1
step. In Phase I, the process reads AΦ and, in Phase II, it reads AΦ ,
where Φ denotes the parity of Phase I. The linearization point of
the SCAN is between the two phases.
As it performs a SCAN, a process locally stores the value and the
time-stamp of the most recent UPDATE it has seen for each component. To do so, it compares each time-stamp it reads with the timestamp it has stored for the same component. If this time-stamp is
*> operation
more recent according to the result of the : <; <=
performed at the beginning of the current phase, the process records
this time-stamp and its corresponding value in place of the ones it
has stored. By the end of Phase II, the process has the value of
the most recent UPDATE performed at each component prior to the
beginning of Phase II. It returns this array of values. Its correctness
depends on the fact that AΦ is not modified during Phase II.
To ensure there is no interference between SCANS and UPDATES,
a SCAN must first wait until the beginning of a phase. Thus, a SCAN
takes at most 3n # 2 steps.

  

    

   

   





    


4.

A SNAPSHOT IMPLEMENTATION WITH
CONSTANT SCAN TIME

Intriguingly, a SCAN operation need not take Ω  m  steps. In this
section, we describe an m-component multiwriter snapshot object
whose SCAN complexity is exactly 1 step, and whose UPDATE complexity is 2 log m # 4 steps. The implementation uses 2m 1 registers. We begin with an overview of the implementation and informally argue its correctness. The detailed implementation is given
in Figures 9 and 10.
The implementation consists of 2m 1 multiwriter registers, denoted by A  1 !!! A  2m 1 , that are arranged in a balanced (heapshaped) strictly binary tree, where register A  j  is the parent of the
two sibling registers A  2 j  and A  2 j # 1 ; see Figure 8. The m
leaf registers, A  m !!! A  2m 1 each stores one component of the
snapshot object. Every other node stores one component for each
leaf in the subtree rooted at that node. Thus, the root register, A  1 ,
stores the entire vector of m components.
The SCAN consists of a single read operation that reads the root
register and returns its contents. Because it occurs at a single step,
this step must be its linearization point.
An UPDATE to the i’th component consists of at most log m # 1







writes and at most log m # 1 reads. It begins by mapping component i to register j such that component 1 is stored at the leftmost
leaf, component 2 is stored at the second leftmost leaf, and so on.
The UPDATE then proceeds by writing the new value to the register
at this leaf, reading it back, and waiting for one step. This procedure ensures that all concurrent updates to component i proceed
with the same value. The UPDATE then enters a loop; in each iteration it reads the value stored at its sibling, proceeds to its parent, and
writes the vector of values it has collected to the register there. It
continues in this manner up the tree, until it writes the entire vector
of m components to the register A  1 at the root; see Figure 8. The
linearization point of the UPDATE occurs at the step during which
the write to A  1 occurs.
Since all UPDATES wait until time  0 mod 2 before accessing
shared memory and wait an additional step after the first read, the
total number of steps used by an UPDATE is at most 2 log m # 4.
These brief delays ensure that all UPDATEs perform writes to shared
registers during even time steps and perform reads from shared registers during odd time steps. Hence, these reads and writes do not
interfere with one another.
It is also the case that all processes simultaneously writing to the
same shared register write the same value. This is because after
the initial write, the process reads the same register, which results
in agreement between all concurrent UPDATES of the same component. Furthermore, immediately after a process writes to the register at a node, it reads from the register at its sibling. Hence, all
processes that simultaneously arrive at a node will have collected
the same sequence of values, whether they came from its left child
or its right child.
This implementation uses 2m 1 registers. The maximum size
of any register is m log  D  bits, needed to store the entire result.
However, if not all registers need to be the same size, the total space
requirement decreases from Θ  m2 log  D   bits to O  m log m log  D  
bits.
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a;b;c;d;e;f







There is a similar implementation that performs a SCAN in one
step and an UPDATE in Θ  log n  steps. This is an improvement when
the number of processes, n, is significantly smaller than the number
of components, m.
The implementation uses a balanced, strictly binary tree of multiwriter registers with n leaves, one associated with each process.
The root of the tree contains an array of m components, which is
read and returned by processes performing SCANS.
The other registers each contain a set of components that are to
be updated together with their new values. A process that wants
to perform an UPDATE first writes to its associated leaf. It writes

m=6

A[2]
a;b;c;d
A[4]
a;b
A[8]
a

A[9]
b

A[5]
c;d

A[3]
e;f
A[6]
e

A[7]
f

A[10] A[11]
c
d

Figure 8: The registers are organized into a balanced strictly
binary tree.

Result
    Result
1
A1;


    Result ;
end proc
  

proc



!!!

m ;

 





Figure 9: Implementation of the constant-time SCAN.

   




0 mod 2;



update
  v  A j ; //// begin
r   A j ;
sync concurrent writes
  1 = 2C ; // skip write step

// store component i at the i’th leftmost leaf
j m #  i # 2 log m 1 mod m  ;
 
 



while j 1 do
if j  1 mod 2 then
s
A  j 1 ;
r
 s; r  ;
else
s
A  j # 1 ;
 r; s  ;
r
end if


 
 



  j r2  ; A j ;
end while
j

// read left sibling
// and prepend to r
// read right sibling
// and append to r



 

// update parent

end proc
Figure 10: Implementation of the logarithmic-time UPDATE.

both the component it wants to UPDATE and its new value. Then
the process progresses up the tree, at each internal node combining
the information from its two children. Specifically, in a phase of
3 steps, a process at a node reads the information in its sibling’s
register, erases the information in the node’s register and goes to
their parent. There it writes the union of the component sets from
these two registers, together with one new value for each. (When
there is a different new value for the same component at the two
children, the value in the left child is chosen.)
When a process reaches the root, instead of writing a set of components and new values, it reads the array at the root, locally updates its components as specified by the information from its two
children, and writes the updated array back to register at the root.
A process waits for at most 2 steps until the beginning of a phase,
before writing to its associated leaf. This ensures that all processes
proceed up the tree without interfering with one another. Thus, a
process whose associated leaf is at depth d takes at most 3d # 4
steps. Since the tree is balanced, d  Θ  log n  .

5.

5.1 The Upper Bound
Theorem 5.1. For 1  c  min  m  n  , there exists an m-component synchronous multiwriter snapshot object implementation such
that the complexity of a SCAN operation is in Θ  c  and the complexity of an UPDATE operation is in Θ  log  min  m  n   c  .

    ris;v
  time 

proc

plementation. We show how to combine the constant-time UPDATE
implementations described in Section 3 and the constant-time SCAN
implementations described in Section 4 to obtain implementations
such that U  O  log  min  m  n   S  . Then, we use an information
theoretic argument to prove that this tradeoff is tight.

A TIGHT TRADE-OFF BETWEEN SCAN
TIME AND UPDATE TIME

Let S denote the worst case time complexity of SCAN and U denote the worst case time complexity of UPDATE in a particular im-



P ROOF. For the purposes of presentation, assume that the components are numbered 0 !!! m 1 and that the processes are numbered 0 !!! n 1.
First, consider the case when m  n. Let 1  c  m, let f
m  c , and define a chunk to be a vector from D f (or D f  1 ).
The object we construct is based on a central c-component snapshot object with constant UPDATE time, which is used to store c
chunks. Each chunk is represented using an f or f 1 component snapshot object with constant SCAN time. This is illustrated in
Figure 11.
The m components are assigned in a roughly equal manner to the
chunks. Specifically, the i’th component is stored in vector element
i  c of chunk  i mod c  . An UPDATE of component i first updates
element i  c of chunk  i mod c  . This is accomplished in the same
manner as in Section 4 and takes 2 log f # O  1  steps. The only
modification is that the last write (to the root register of the chunk)
is replaced by an UPDATE to component  i mod c  of the central
snapshot object. The linearization point of the UPDATE to the central
snapshot object is used. The complexity of the UPDATE operation is
in 2 log f # O  1  Θ  log  m  c  .
The SCAN, which is invoked on the central snapshot object, reads
the c chunks, takes Θ  c  steps. The chunks are then merged to yield
the result. The SCAN is linearized between its two complete phases.
Second, consider the case when n " m. Let 1  c  n, let g
n  c , define a group to be a set of g (or g 1) processes, and a
group snapshot as a partial m-component snapshot comprising the
UPDATES of the g processes.
The implementation is centered on a c-process, m-component
snapshot object with a constant-time UPDATE, which uses multiwriter registers in place of single-writer registers and is used to
store c group snapshots; one for each group of g (or g 1) processes. Each group snapshot is maintained by a g-process, mcomponent snapshot object with a constant-time SCAN. This implementation has a similar structure to the one described above, but
comprises implementations described in Subsections 3.5 and 4.1.
The n processes are assigned in a roughly equal manner to the
groups. Specifically, the j’th process belongs to group  j mod c  .
An UPDATE by process j of component i first updates the group
snapshot of group  j mod c  ; this is accomplished in the same manner as in Subsection 4.1 and takes Θ  log g  steps. The last write (to
the root register of the group snapshot) is replaced by an UPDATE on
the c-process snapshot object, which identifies processes by their
group ID rather then their process ID. Consequently, the UPDATE is
invoked with a set of component updates, but only needs to acquire
one time-stamp. The linearization point of the UPDATE to the central
snapshot object is used. The complexity of the UPDATE operation is
in Θ  log g  Θ  log  n  c  .
The SCAN, which is invoked on the c-process, m-component snapshot object takes Θ  c  steps to merge the c group snapshots into
one snapshot. The SCAN is linearized between its two complete
phases.
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Figure 11: A 15 component hybrid snapshot object.
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It follows by induction that Pt  Ct   2µ  2µ # 1  2 for t 0 2.
Now fix a process p and let σI denote a solo SCAN performed
by a process starting at time U # 1 at the configuration resulting
from αI . Let P/  p  t  denote the partition of all subsets of  1 !!!  µ 
induced by the equivalence relation . , where I . I / if and only if
αI σI and αI - σI - are indistinguishable to p at time U # t. Let P / t be
the number of classes in the partition P /  p  t  .
The register that process p reads from during step U # t # 1 depends only on its state at the end of step U # t. Moreover, if p reads
from a register that it has written to since step U, it gets no useful
information. Thus, P/ 0  PU and P/ t 1  P/ t CU , so P/ t  PU  CU  t .

The SCAN completes by time U # S. Note that P / S 2µ . Otherwise, there are two executions αI σI and αI - σI - which are indistinguishable to p. This is impossible, since the result returned by p’s
SCAN must be different in these two executions.
U* 2 +
S 1, .
Hence, 2µ  PU  CU  S   2µ  2µ # 1  2
t 2

5.2 The Lower Bound
In this section we prove the matching lowerbound, namely that
Time      Ω  log  min  m  n   Time      . To prove this
lower bound, we use a technique of Beame [7] for proving lower
bounds in concurrent-write PRAM models. The idea is to consider a set of executions that each begin with a set of concurrent
UPDATES. For each process and memory cell, we derive an upper
bound on how many different executions from this set it can distinguish between at a given time step. We use this to derive a lower
bound on the complexity of a SCAN operation that begins after the
UPDATES are complete. In all of the executions we consider, only
process pi UPDATES component i, so this lower bound also applies
to the implementation of a single-writer snapshot object.
Theorem 5.2. In any implementation of an m-component synchronous snapshot object shared by n processes that communicate
through shared registers, the worst case time complexities S and
U of SCAN and UPDATE must satisfy the inequality 2µ   2µ  2µ #
U* 2 +
S  1 , , where µ
1  2
min  m  n  .
P ROOF. Let I   1 !!!  µ  . Consider an execution αI where,
starting at time 1, process pi UPDATES component i to have value 1,
for each i  I. This execution starts from an initial configuration in
which each component of the snapshot object has value 0. In this
execution, all reads performed at a given step are linearized before
all writes and all writes are linearized in order of process identity.
For each process p, we say that αI and αI - are indistinguishable
to p at time t if p is in the same state at the end of step t of both executions. Let P  p  t  denote the partition of all subsets of  1 !!!  µ 
induced by the equivalence relation . , where I . I / if and only if
αI and αI - are indistinguishable to p at time t. Let Pt be the least
upper bound of the number of classes in the partition P  p  t  taken
over all processes p. Note that P0 2.
Similarly, for each shared register j, we say that αI and αI - are
indistinguishable to j at time t if j has the same contents at the end
of step t of both executions. Let C  j  t  denote the partition of all
subsets of  1 !!! µ  induced by the equivalence relation . , where
I . I / if and only if αI and αI - are indistinguishable to j at time
t. Let Ct be the least upper bound of the number of classes in the
partition C  j  t  taken over all registers j. Then C0 1.
The register a process p reads from during step t # 1 depends
only on its state at the end of step t. Thus, each class of P  p  t  is
partitioned into at most Ct classes, depending on the contents of the
register process p reads. Hence, Pt 1  Pt Ct .

The contents of register j at the end of step t # 1 may depend on
its contents at the end of step t or on the state of the last process
that wrote to it during step t # 1. There are µ different processes
and each can write at most Pt different values (depending on the
class of the partition it is in). Thus, Ct 1  µPt # Ct .



Corollary 5.3.









Time 

     

Ω  log  min  m  n   Time  

* +

    

S  1 , "  2µ  2µ # 1  2 S , it
P ROOF. Since 2µ   2µ  2µ # 1  2
follows that log µ  U # log S # log log  2µ  2µ # 1  . Thus, U 
Ω  log  µ  S  .
U 2

U

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied the complexity of implementing an mcomponent snapshot object from registers in a synchronous system
with n processes.
We gave a wait-free implementation that performs UPDATE in
O  1  time and SCAN in O  m  time. The implementation has small
space overhead, requiring 2m registers that are the size of individual components and m registers that have only 2 bits. A simple
variant uses only m registers, but the same total number of bits, and
runs slightly faster. Just as in Neiger and Singh’s [16] implementations, a process performs no writes during a SCAN, and only modifies the registers associated with the component during an UPDATE.
Thus, our implementation can also be used to obtain a single-writer
snapshot object from single-writer registers. As well, we briefly described a similar wait-free implementation that performs UPDATE in
O  1  time and SCAN in O  n  time.
We also presented a different wait-free implementation in which
SCAN takes 1 step and UPDATE takes O  log m  steps, as well as a
variant of this implementation that takes 1 step to perform a SCAN
and O  log n  steps to perform an UPDATE. For these implementations, we required large registers that can hold the values of all m
components. Although SCANS perform no writes, UPDATES to different components will write to some of the same registers. Thus,

single-writer registers do not suffice for these implementations. In
fact, using only single-writer registers, a simple adversary argument shows that SCANS take Ω  n  steps.
The implementations with constant UPDATE time and the implementations with constant SCAN time were combined to obtain two
implementations: one that performs SCAN in O  c  steps and UPDATE
in O  log  m  c  steps, for 1  c  m, and another that performs
SCAN in O  c  steps and UPDATE in O  log  n  c  steps, for 1  c  n.
We proved that Time      Ω  log  min  m  n  Time       ,
which matches our upper bounds. Thus, snapshots in the synchronous setting are significantly more efficient than their counterparts in the asynchronous setting.
We have recently started to investigate snapshot object implementations for semisynchronous systems [8]. We consider systems
where each primitive operation may be delayed by at most ∆ timesteps. The implementations described in this paper can be adapted
to this semisynchronous environment by using a barrier-like mechanism, which allows processes to synchronize with each other, but
prevents any process from blocking indefinitely. When a process
enters the barrier, it repeatedly reads a shared multiwriter register for up to T ∆ iterations, where T is the time complexity of the
synchronous algorithm, or a part thereof. A process may exit the
barrier if the register is modified by another process or if the maximum number of iterations have been performed. In the latter case,
the process also modifies the register before exiting the barrier, releasing the remaining waiting process. This mechanism increases
the upper bounds on the time complexity of the implementations by
a factor of ∆2 . This differs by a factor of ∆ from the corresponding
synchronous lower bounds. One challenge is to reduce the gap between the upper and lower bounds on the complexity of snapshots
in the semisynchronous setting.

7.
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